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The aim of this document is to show a market-ready prototype (TRL8)
related to the field of mechanics e.g. novel stepless transmission GearInn
which is developed and tested at Rezekne Academy of Technologies
within the support by Investment and Development Agency of Latvia.



max power is obtained 35% faster

the final gear ratio changes
steplessly from 2,3:1 till 1,57:1

max torque increases by 30%

max RPM on the rear axle increases,
thus increasing the vehicle max speed

Validation of the GearInn system in a real environment assembled on
«BSR 2.0» electrical go-kart shows that:

gear ratio regulation is automated
allowing different modes and control
types

durable and modular design allows
wide industrial applicability with no
lubrication needed
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02 MAIN GEARINN TRANSMISSION
COMPONENTS



A.

B.

C.

DRIVING PULLEY

DRIVEN PULLEY

TENSIONER

Comet 103HPQ primary
clutch suitable for 32 mm
wide V-belts with contact
diameter from 85-125 mm.

The specially designed
toothed pulley which is
connected to Brake Disc Hub
suitable for 50 mm axle. 

Automatic belt tensioner with
reliable and durable design,
driven by a closed-loop
stepper motor with 8Nm
holding torque. Easy in
programming and
customization for different
pilot needs. 



D.

E.

F.

BELT

BRACKET

CHASSIS MOUNTS

The Dayco XTX is specifically
engineered to maximize the
performance of high horsepower
snowmobiles. Specially formulated
high-temperature Polymer along
with the highest level of engineered
reinforcement proves to perform
better in belt operating temperature
and efficiency than leading
competitors.

Laser cutted, bended, and
welded bracket for use with
bolt pattern for ME1507 PMSM
motor and Sevcon size 4
controller.

Produced for Gillard sized
chassis used for electrical
racing go-karts.



The gear switch happens not earlier
than higher gear torque is bigger
than lower gear torque.

The automatic control system consists of RPM sensors located on the shaft
of the rear axle, where RPM readings proportionally impact the tensioner
position by previously uploaded code with defined parameters. Developed
code allows to easily change the gear switch strategy depending on the
road conditions or pilot needs. In a system mainly 3 parameters are used to
control gearing. And the optimized switch strategy is as follows:

The minimal RPM on the rear axle when the gearing switch
could happen is 3000 RPM because at that RPM CVT clutch
begins to engage because of the centrifugal force impacting
the sliding sheave. It could be changed by changing the
weights. Number above is optimal for the ME1507 motor.

The maximal tensioner position
must be at motor maximal RPM
which is 6000 RPM.

03 AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEM



During artificial environment tests and system tuning, we are using an eddy
current hub dynamometer test bench. Which is able to run power sweep tests as
well as simulated road load to test system response and parts life assessments.
More could be observed on YouTube video https://youtu.be/YiT5cwf6OUs.

Artificial environment:

04 TESTS AND QUALITY ASSESSMENTS



During our tests with the final system prototype, we have been charging
electrical go-kart 22 times. That means we have driven 22 distances of possible
full battery capacity. That means during TRL7 and TRL8 testing of our system we
have been driving non-stop for 6,6 hours thus official electrical go-kart race is
about 15 minutes of non-stop driving. From this, we can conclude that during
tests we have driven more than 26 races without any mechanical failures.

After the final prototype development, it was noted that every part had enough
strength to withstand applied loads during tests. Every part was optimized for its
specific applications, reducing weight and keeping the strength. All the fixtures
and connections have a corresponding safety factor. For this stage team
considering GearInn system as ready for a market.



Observing GearInn system test bench results and comparing them to default 1,5
and 2,2 chain drives we can point out some significant advantages from Torque
and RPM chart. 

Initial torque increased by 30%

Torque changes steplessly without interruption

Max RPM remained the same as for chain drive

Gear ratio changes continuously from 2,2:1 till 1,5:1



Observing GearInn system test bench results and comparing them to default 1,5
and 2,2 chain drives we can point out some significant advantages from Power
and RPM chart. 

Max power obtained 35% faster

Max RPM remained the same as for higher gear chain drive

Combines two (most used) single-speed chain drive gear ratios

 0.3 seconds response time to acceleration pedal
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